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For over  years, the MINI has been the quickest way of creating a car that’s perfectly tailored to you. With some 

, confi guration options available, almost no other car provides such variety. From roof colours to wheel rims, 

and from seats to interior surfaces, the MINI Countryman and MINI Paceman offer countless opportunities to turn a 

MINI into your MINI. A MINI like no other. A MINI that’s as unique as you are.

The standard and optional equipment available in your country may differ from that described in this brochure. For more information, 

please contact your local authorized MINI dealer.

Details of fuel consumption and CO emissions for all models, as required under EU law, can be found in the Technical Data section 

beginning on page .
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The MINI Paceman is designed for people outside the urban mainstream. Who like to stand out, without being fl ashy. 

Who want the performance of a go-kart, and the practicality of  individual seats. Who appreciate design in general, 

and a stylish coupé silhouette in particular. Who want not just to see their city, but to get under its skin.

MINI paceman.
The MINI Countryman is for people who want a -per-cent MINI, but with ALL all-wheel drive. Plus a little more space for 

their life and luggage. People who like the responsiveness of a go-kart, and are not averse to the occasional splash of mud. 

Who live life to the full, so those  seats come in very handy. Who are equally at home in the city or on a narrow country 

lane. Who want the real MINI experience, wherever they go.

MINI countryman.



STYLE ICON.
The unusual design of the MINI Paceman makes it a work of modern art, like a still life, except staying still

goes against the grain. It’s the perfect symbiosis of beautiful lines and the legendary MINI go-kart feel.

That’s why we say it has

DESIGN WITH BITE.

MINI PaceMAN.
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DESIGNED FOR THE STREETS. 
With lengthened doors, a long shoulder line, slanting roofl ine and 

striking horizontal rear lights, no MINI has ever offered this kind 

of racing-style elegance. Particularly if you choose the new Piano 

Black Exterior package, whose high-gloss Piano Black fi nish adds 

a real touch of class to the side scuttles and surrounds for the 

headlights and rear lights. Despite its unique coupé silhouette, 

the Paceman is immediately recognizable as a MINI, thanks 

to classic features such as the radiator grille, side scuttles and 

contrast roof.

the mini Paceman.

MINI PACEMAN.




SUPERIOR

SPATIAL DESIGN. 
With its sporty silhouette, you’d never guess from 

the outside how much the MINI Paceman can 

pack in, with its  to , litres of luggage 

space and wide-opening doors. There’s also 

a surprising amount of room for  passengers 

beneath the elongated roof. What’s more, the 

 individual seats in the rear create an exclusive 

lounge-style environment that’s big on comfort.

 

FUN TO DRIVE ... AND SAFE AS HOUSES!
The dynamic lines of the MINI Paceman are combined with lowered sports suspension, direct steering, and high-revving engines that make it the ultimate go-kart 

for grown-ups. To let you concentrate on having fun, optional ALL all-wheel drive, Dynamic Traction Control (DTC), and Electronic Differential Lock Control (EDLC) 

provide perfect traction whatever the conditions – and the optional LED fog lights with integrated daytime running lights ensure optimum visibility.

 

 



MINI PACEMAN.
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MINI Cooper Paceman.

For all its power, the MINI Paceman meets EU emissions standards. 

The MINI Cooper Paceman has a -hp/-kW petrol engine, while 

the MINI Cooper D Paceman comes with a -hp/-kW diesel engine. 

Both are recognizable by their Matt Silver side scuttles, Silver radiator 

grille fi ns, -inch -Star Air Spoke light-alloy wheels and roof and 

mirror caps in an optional contrast colour. On request, both engine 

types can be combined with ALL all-wheel drive.

WELCOME TO OUR

MOTOR 
MINI COOPER S Paceman.

Whether you opt for the powerful -hp/-kW, .-litre, 

twin-scroll turbo petrol engine of the MINI Cooper S Paceman, 

or the -hp/-kW, .-litre common-rail diesel unit in 

the MINI Cooper SD Paceman, optional ALL all-wheel drive 

delivers all the traction you could ever need. Both models 

also offer reduced CO emissions, and meet the EU exhaust 

emissions standard. You’ll attract more than your fair share 

of envious glances with the -inch -Star Triangle Spoke 

light-alloy wheels in Silver, the red “S” logos on the radiator 

grille and Anthracite honeycomb side scuttles, and the 

optional roof and mirror caps in contrast colours.

SHOW.



GETS YOU FROM A TO B. 

AND TO Z IF YOU WANT.

Run out of tarmac? Heading off the beaten track? No problem. With ALL all-wheel drive, the MINI Countryman takes 

things like snow, unsurfaced roads and potholes in its stride. You could say its traction is one of its biggest attractions. 

You could buy your fi sh from the supermarket round the corner, or you could hook it yourself from a mountain stream. 

What’s stopping you? We say 
GO ALL THE WAY.

MINI COUNTRYMAN.
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HEAPS OF SPACE INSIDE.
There’s never been another MINI with so much 

interior fl exibility – or space. The longer body 

of the MINI Countryman means it has space for 

up to  people, plus luggage. The rear seats shift 

backwards or forwards by up to  centimetres, 

depending on whether you need more room for legs 

or luggage, and fold down with a  :  :  split, 

increasing the luggage capacity from  litres to 

a maximum of ,. Just because you’re driving a 

MINI doesn’t mean you have to leave the kitchen 

sink at home.

MINI CountryMAN.


the mini

countryman.



 

HEAPS OF FUN 

EVERYWHERE.
Go-kart feel, exceptional agility and 

outstanding traction on any surface with 

optional ALL all-wheel drive: it’s a supremely 

fun ride, wherever you’re headed. And it 

makes a big, bold and sporty statement: 

MINI ALL exterior styling features design 

elements on the front and rear aprons and 

side skirts that look like an underride guard. 

HEAPS OF CHARACTER OUTSIDE.
Despite its  doors and overall length of over  metres, the MINI Countryman is very much a MINI, thanks to its unique proportions and classic front-end styling. 

 new highlights: a redesigned radiator grille, and optional LED fog lights. The new optional Piano Black Exterior package provides the perfect match, with 

surrounds for the headlights and rear lights, side scuttles, and roof rails in brilliant Black.

 

 



The British have always been good at looking sharp, no matter what the occasion. Whether it’s a meeting in the city, or a trip to the Highlands: 

they always look the part. And the nation’s newest all-round talent is no exception. Instead of tweed, the MINI Countryman Park Lane design 

model fl aunts the fi nest Earl Grey metallic paintwork, which can be combined with optional sport stripes to great effect. The sport stripes are 

available in an exclusive Oak Red fi nish, as are the elegant roof and mirror caps. And thanks to its ALL all-wheel drive, you’ll be well equipped 

to trade the urban jungle for some real wilderness whenever you like. Without compromising on style, obviously.

MINI Countryman Park Lane.


REAL BRITS GET DRESSED UP BEFORE 

A TRIP TO THE COUNTRYSIDE.



Side scuttles with Oak Red inlay and

the Park Lane logo

Roof and mirror caps in Oak Red MINI ALL exterior styling " Turbo Fan light-alloy wheels, 

Dark Grey

Door sill fi nishers featuring the 

Park Lane logo

Downtube interior surfaces in 

Cross Stripe Grey

Door ellipses in Dark Oxide Silver Park Lane badge on the cockpit trim

in Oxide Silver

You could be forgiven for mistaking the interior for a club in London’s West End. Here, sophisticated materials meet the latest British trends. There might not be 

an open fi replace, but the central speedometer and MINI Connected are more exciting anyway.



MINI ONE Countryman.

With a punchy  hp/ kW, the petrol-fuelled MINI One 

Countryman offers a pacy introduction to the world of MINI, 

as does the -hp/-kW MINI One D Countryman high-torque 

diesel model. They’re also kind to the environment – both 

have reduced CO emissions and meet EU standards. The 

entry-level model is easy on the eyes, too. It has a roof in the 

same colour as the car, redesigned Black radiator grille fi ns, 

Matt Silver side scuttles, -inch steel rims and Silver roof rails.

MINI CountryMAN.




GENTLEMEN, 
CHOOSE YOUR 

 ENGINE.

MINI COOPER Countryman.

The MINI Cooper Countryman is available either with a -hp/-kW 

petrol engine or as a Cooper D version with a -hp/-kW diesel 

engine. Both have reduced CO emissions that meet EU standards, 

and both can be combined with ALL all-wheel drive as an additional 

option. Eye-catching design features include  Silver fi ns in a 

redesigned radiator grille, Matt Silver side scuttles, -inch -Star 

Air Spoke light-alloy wheels, Silver roof rails and, optionally, roof 

and exterior mirror caps in a contrast colour.

MINI COOPER S COUNTRYMAN.

The MINI Cooper S Countryman has a .-litre twin-scroll turbo 

engine that now delivers an even more powerful  hp/ kW, 

while the MINI Cooper SD Countryman features a -litre common-

rail diesel engine offering  hp/ kW. Both meet the EU 

emissions standard, and are available with optional ALL all-wheel 

drive. Standard features include roof rails in Anthracite, -inch 

-Star Triangle Spoke alloy wheels in Silver, a Chrome radiator grille 

slat with a red “S”, and honeycomb side scuttles in Anthracite and 

with a red “S”. Optionally, the roof and exterior mirror caps are 

available in a contrast colour.
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exterior.

Bonnet stripes, contrast roofs, exterior mirror caps, side scuttles. 

Few other models come close to the level of customization MINI has 

offered for over  years. In fact, choosing a new model is no easy 

task. For the exterior alone, there are over , ways to ensure 

your MINI is a true one-off and a perfect match for your personality.

So take a deep breath and immerse yourself in the details. First, 

you may like to pick out the bonnet stripes, or sports stripes for 

the bonnet, boot lid and lower sides. Then there’s the exterior 

mirror caps, perhaps in the body colour, a contrast colour, or even 

fi nished in Chrome. A contrasting tone also looks great on the roof – 

if Black or White don’t do it for you, Original MINI Accessories offer 

a host of designs, such as the Union Jack shown on the right. Once 

these details are combined, the end result is a MINI that’s yours, 

and yours alone.

The customization tradition began with John Cooper, whose Mini 

took the rally world by storm in the early s. He wanted to be 

sure spectators could see it fl y through the thick woodland around 

Monte Carlo, on its way to victory. His simple, effective solution 

was to paint the roof bright white. The decision would have major 

ramifi cations, and was one of the reasons why the MINI went on to 

become the best-selling, most-loved British car in history. So take 

a look through the following options, and make your very own 

MINI Countryman or MINI Paceman.

THE LEGEND IS 

IN THE DETAIL.
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WHERE’S YOURS PARKED?                Select your preferred combination of exterior colour and contrast roof here.

Exterior.

Exterior colours.
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Light White

Exclusive to the
John Cooper Works
equipment package
Chili Red

Only available for
MINI Countryman
Park Lane design model
Earl Grey metallic Blazing Red metallicJungle Green metallic
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Crystal Silver metallic Brilliant Copper metallic Starlight Blue metallic Absolute Black metallicMidnight Grey metallic Cosmic Blue metallic

MINI.com / configuratorPut together your very own MINI at







When the fi rst classic Mini rolled off the production line in , the automotive world was fi guratively 

and literally dazzled. This was in no small part down to the extensive use of chrome, an unprecedented 

amount for such a small car. Much has changed since then, though our love of chrome burns as bright as 

ever. The sparkle of  lives on today in the form of the Chrome Line Exterior. With Chrome fi ns for the 

radiator grille, Chrome surrounds for the air intakes and registration plates, and Chrome side scuttles, the 

optional package guarantees your MINI Countryman or MINI Paceman will make a glittering impression.

exterior.

MINI Cooper Countryman. MINI Cooper S Countryman.

Chrome-plated radiator grille slats and a Chrome surround

for the lower air intake.

Chrome-plated side scuttle.

Chrome-plated registration plate surround in the rear bumper.

Chrome-plated radiator grille as standard.

Chrome-plated air ducts to cool the brakes.

Chrome-plated side scuttle.

Chrome strip in rear bumper.



EXTERIOR.




PUT OTHERS IN THE 

SPOTLIGHT NOW AND THEN.

The LED fog lights (with daytime running light) and 

headlights on the MINI Countryman and MINI Paceman 

make these models as eye-catching by day as they are 

by night. The optional xenon headlights, made from 

aerodynamic glass and with gleaming Chrome surrounds, 

will turn heads even when they’re not switched on. 

And at night, the optional Adaptive Headlight feature 

helps you see round bends.

MINI collection.

MINI Henry sunglasses.

shop.MINI.com

original MINI accessories.

Additional halogen or LED headlights.

MINI.com/accessories



exterior.




The sliding glass sunroof
for the MINI Paceman.

Enjoy more fresh air at the push of a 

button. The roof can be opened at 

the front or in its entirety using an 

optional remote control for maximum 

convenience – available both for the 

MINI Countryman and MINI Paceman.

The sliding glass sunroof
for the MINI Countryman.

There are so many ways to get an extra 

breath of fresh air. You can open just 

the front of the sunroof, or the whole 

thing. You can even open the back 

section, which is like a separate sunroof 

for the rear-seat passengers.

A FRESH LOOK AT FRESH AIR.

Let’s face it, the British sky isn’t always a sight to gladden the heart. So you may prefer to feast your eyes on the sporty, elegant 

lines of the MINI roof box, with its Titanium Silver or Black upper shell, embossed MINI logo, and optional Black or White adhesive 

sports stripes. The innovative anti-theft opening system, with its  locking points, gives you (but no one else) easy access from 

both sides. The box provides an additional  litres of storage. That’s plenty enough for a couple of MINI bags, with space left 

over for your new MINI rubber boots when you take your MINI bulldog for a walk.

IF YOU’D RATHER LOOK AT GOLF CLUBS 

THAN GREY CLOUDS.

You’ll fi nd the roof box under

Original MINI Accessories

at MINI.com/accessories

Lifestyle products from the

MINI COLLECTION

are available at shop.MINI.com



ENDLESS

POSSIBILITIES.

exterior.




PRACTICALLY ENDLESS 

POSSIBILITIES.

" -Star Double Spoke 

Composite in Black

" -Star Double Spoke

in Black

 " -Star Double Spoke 

Composite in Anthracite

" John Cooper Works 

Cross Spoke R

in Matt Black

" John Cooper Works 

Double Spoke R 

in Black Burnished

" John Cooper Works 

Double Spoke R 

in Matt Black

" -Star Air Spoke

Nature still has a few more designs up its sleeve than we do. But as you can see, 

we’re working on it. Our extensive range of wheels means you can give your 

MINI Countryman or MINI Paceman a truly personal touch.

 " Turbo Fan 

in Dark Grey
 " Turbo Fan in Silver

" Cross Spoke Crusher 

Exclusive to the

MINI John Cooper Works

equipment packages.

" -Star Triangle Spoke

in Silver

" -Star Triangle Spoke

in Anthracite

" steel rims, incl. hubcaps

 " Twin Spoke 

in Black Burnished

" Y-Spoke in Silver

For these rims and more, browse our Original MINI 

Accessories online at MINI.com/accessories

John Cooper Works Tuning.

  Also available as MINIMALISM low-roll-resistance rims.
  Only available for MINI Countryman Park Lane models. 







Because we know that individuality is the number one priority for MINI drivers, we’ve upped the ante with new, elegant 

features like Anthracite dials for the speedometer and rev-counter, and Chrome-plated air-vent adjusters. You can also 

be your own interior decorator: with a range of seat materials, surface fi nishes and Inlay Colours, not to mention the 

Chrome Line Interior, you can tailor practically every inch of the inside of your MINI to suit your needs and personality. 

The MINI Countryman and MINI Paceman are feel-good cars, because they’re an expression of you.

Interior.

INNER BEAUTY.
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interior.

Dark Silver

Dark Anthracite

Piano Black

Black Chequered

MINI.com / configurator

Cross Stripe Grey*

INTERIOR

SURFACES.

Choose your interior surfaces:

Treat yourself and your interior to a 

little colour. The interior surfaces – the 

side surrounds on the centre console, 

decorative dashboard trims and door 

ellipses – come in  colours. These 

range from Piano Black to Dark Silver.

* Only available for MINI Countryman Park Lane.






Interior.

The Inlay Colour is another way of adding an edge to your interior. The various 

options bring a splash of colour to the door mirrors and the decorative insert 

of the MINI Centre Rail. When choosing an Inlay Colour, think about how it will 

combine with the colour of your upholstery.

Exclusive to the MINI PACEMAN.

Polar Beige

Red Copper

Pure Red

Satellite Grey

Carbon Black

INLAY COLOUR.

Exclusive to the MINI CountryMAN.

SEATS.

Whether you opt for the standard or sport versions, and prefer a cloth, leather or cloth/leather fi nish, MINI is a step ahead when it comes to seats. 

They’re all incredibly comfortable, while offering all the support you need to get the most out of your vehicle’s legendary go-kart handling.

inlay colour

DOOR ELLIPSE

MINI Countryman

CLOTH 

STANDARD SEAT

LOUNGE LEATHER

SPORT SEAT

SPORT SEAT

GRAVITY LEATHER

inlay colour

MINI CENTRE RAIL 

MINI PACEMAN

HOT CROSS CLOTH/LEATHER 

SPORT SEAT, EXCLUSIVE

TO MINI PACEMAN

Inlay Colour

Door ellipse

MINI Paceman

For illustrative purposes only.

storage compartment

in MINI Centre Rail for MINI Paceman
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INTERIOR.

Cosmos cloth

Carbon Black

Parallel Lines cloth/leather 

Pure Red

Gravity leather

Polar Beige

Gravity leather

Satellite Grey

Gravity leather

Carbon Black

Hot Cross cloth/leather

Lounge leather

Championship Red

   MINI Countryman only. 
 MINI Paceman only.

ARE YOU SITTING

COMFORTABLY?
When driving a car, it’s essential you feel as comfortable as when sat in your 

own home. As such, we only offer fi rst-class materials for your MINI. Choose 

from a wide range of cloths, leathers and combinations of the two, for the 

ultimate in tailored comfort.

Lounge leather

Light Coffee

Lounge leather, Carbon Black

Diagonal Track cloth

Carbon Black

Lounge leather 

Red Copper

Parallel Lines cloth/leather

Light Tobacco

Diagonal Track cloth

John Cooper Works/Carbon Black

Lounge leather

Championship Red

Exclusive to 

MINI John Cooper Works

EQUIPMENT PACKAGE







-spoke leather steering wheel.

The -spoke leather steering wheel sits 

perfectly in your hand.

-spoke sports leather steering wheel 

with multifunction and shift paddles.

Easy-grip leather gives an amazingly agile 

feel. The multifunction steering wheel lets 

you control your speed, and operate your 

radio and phone. And a paddle gearshift 

lets you take control from the -speed 

Steptronic transmission at any time. 

John Cooper Works Tuning sports steering 

wheel in leather/Alcantara.

Fine Alcantara and leather are twinned to 

stylish effect with carbon trims in this track-

inspired steering wheel.

JOHN COOPER WORKS TUNING. 

For more information, visit

MINI.com/accessories

Interior.

HANDS-ON: 
PERFORMANCE has NEVER FELT BETTER. 

LIGHTS PACKAGE WITH AMBIENT LIGHTING.

Let there be light: in addition to the standard interior lighting in the headliner, the lights package includes front reading lights, an illuminated 

vanity mirror, lights in the front footwells, door area lights and an instrument panel backlight. At the push of a button, Ambient Lighting brings 

the lights in the door mirrors, armrests and MINI Centre Rail to life, cycling through all the colours of the spectrum in understated style. Choose 

a mood to suit the occupants and the occasion.

Cycle steplessly through the full colour spectrum – try Ambient Lighting for yourself.






INTERIOR.

LOUNGE REAR SEATS IN THE 

MINI PACEMAN.
The rear of the MINI Paceman offers the kind of set-up usually found only in luxury-class vehicles. 

 exclusive individual seats await passengers, with a practical storage compartment in between. 

With the optional storage package, there are also  cupholders and a -volt power outlet. It’s more 

than a means of transport – it’s a luxurious lounge.

MINI collection.

MINI universal tablet case, Union Jack design 

shop.MINI.com

THE 3-PART SEAT BENCH IN THE 

MINI COUNTRYMAN.
We’ve fully redesigned the rear seat bench. You can move the seats forward or back by up to  centimetres 

with a  :  split. This offers either greater legroom, or increased luggage space. If you need to transport 

long or bulky items, fold the  individual seat backs down in a  :  :  ratio.






COMMUNICATIONS & TECHNOLOGY.

PLANET MINI.
It’s our job to make your life easier. That’s why we developed the MINI Connected app. It cuts journey 

times, provides greater insight into your driving style, and recommends new places to explore. Above 

all though, it helps you stay organized. There are a wealth of MINI Connected ready apps available 

too, such as Spotify, Deezer, TuneIn and Amazon Music. MINI Connected can be operated via the MINI 

joystick or the controls on the steering wheel. Information is displayed on the high-res ." screen and 

the app is also linked to the optional harman/kardon hi-fi  loudspeaker system, which delivers optimal 

in-car sound quality.

$POOFDUFE�7JTVBM�NVTT�NJU�
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COMMUNICATIONS & TECHNOLOGY.

MINI Connected: 

like!
If you’re keen to fi nd out more about your driving style or want tips on new places to discover and shortcuts to 

use, look no further than MINI Connected. Available with a wealth of compatible apps, it opens the door to a 

whole new world of in-car infotainment. With the MINI Connected app, you can link your smartphone to your 

MINI, and access the very best digital features that the st century has to offer., 

1  Additional optional equipment required.
  Availability and range of features are dependent on the other equipment fi tted, and may vary from country to country. Range and graphic design of 

MINI Connected functions subject to change without notice. Broadband mobile Internet access required. Costs (e.g. data roaming) will be payable as 
specifi ed in the contract with your network provider. MINI Connected app available free of charge from the device manufacturer’s app store (subject 
to national restrictions). Updates available free of charge, but version upgrades may be chargeable. If further MINI Connected-compatible apps 
become available, these will be identifi ed/promoted accordingly. For more information about device compatibility and MINI Connected functions, 
visit MINI.com/connectivity

DRIVING EXCITEMENT.

The Driving Excitement app shows you how 

skilfully and safely you handle your MINI.

SPOTIFY.

With over  million tracks to choose 

from, you’re guaranteed to fi nd the right 

soundtrack for every trip. Simply download 

the Spotify app to your phone and access 

via the MINI Connected interface.

STreetwise.

MINI Connected recommends the quickest 

routes to get you where you’re going. You 

can also collect Experience Points (XP) and 

analyze previous trips.

TUNEIN RADIO.

Hooked on a new radio programme while abroad 

and want to keep listening when you get home? 

There’s an app for that. TuneIn Radio offers the 

world’s largest collection of music, sport, news 

and talk radio stations. Listeners can choose 

from over , programmes and more than 

 million podcasts. Optimized for use in your MINI.

MINI.com/connected







Sounds 
Radio MINI CD.

Listen up: The Radio MINI CD comes as standard, and offers an RDS tuner 

with scan function, CD player with MP decoder, and permanent clock 

display.  speakers and an AUX-IN port for MP players and other mobile 

devices also come as standard.

RADIO MINI BOOST CD.

Want more? In addition to all the features of the Radio MINI CD, the Radio 

MINI Boost CD includes a -line display, antenna diversity for optimum 

reception, controls for an external audio player, optional Bluetooth mobile 

phone preparation, and an optional DAB tuner. How does that all sound?

COMMUNICATIONS & TECHNOLOGY.

BREAK THE SOUND BARRIER.

Good.

The optional harman/kardon hi-fi  speaker system is music to any 

audiophile’s ears. A digital multichannel amplifi er and  high-

performance speakers deliver a unique sound experience, with a

total output of up to  watts, powerful bass, and brilliant treble.

Radio MINI Visual Boost.

Turn your car into a mobile cinema with Radio MINI Visual Boost, 

a sophisticated on-board entertainment computer based on the 

Radio MINI Boost CD. A high-resolution .-inch display offers 

intuitive controls, and acts as a screen for any compatible Apple 

iPod with video playback. In addition, the solution features a 

Bluetooth hands-free kit with USB audio interface and audio/video 

cable for iPod or iPhone, making the Radio MINI Visual Boost the 

perfect digital companion. It’s “MINI Connected ready”, meaning 

MINI Connected can be retrofi tted at any time. 

For information on the compatibility of devices for audio, video 

and telephone functions, visit MINI.com/connectivity






communications & technology.

REVOLUTION COUNTER.

Everything you need to know, as standard: the revolution counter, fi tted to the centre of the steering column, also displays the rain sensor status, current speed, 

trip and total mileage, and Shift Point Display, recommending the most effi cient gear. Also available on request is the on-board computer. At the touch of a button, 

this lets you know your average speed, range and fuel consumption.

STANDARD speedometer.

As is traditional at MINI, the speedometer is 

positioned in the centre of the instrument 

panel. It also features warning and indicator 

lights, the fuel gauge and the Radio MINI CD.

CLASSIC speedometer.

The classic speedometer is positioned 

in the centre of your MINI, and may 

be combined with the optional Radio 

MINI Boost CD.

CIRCULAR speedometer 

AND NAVIGATION SYSTEM.

The circular speedometer is fi tted as 

standard in combination with the Radio 

MINI Visual Boost or the MINI navigation 

system, and offers a clear display with 

an easy-to-use menu. The optional MINI 

navigation system boasts an incredible 

range of functions, and makes the perfect 

partner for the Radio MINI Visual Boost.

GET

AROUND.






COMMUNICATIONS & TECHNOLOGY.

AIR CONDITIONING.

The air conditioning system is positioned in the centre console within arm’s reach. It offers individual, simple control of 

the quantity and distribution of air. Fitted with a microfi lter, the system ensures a comfortable temperature inside the 

vehicle, both in winter and summer. And should you ever select manual air circulation mode, the system automatically 

switches back to fresh air after a while, depending on the outside temperature.

AUTOMATIC AIR CONDITIONING.

The automatic air conditioning system rapidly adjusts the interior temperature to the selected level, and keeps it there. 

This means your hands can stay on the wheel at all times. A built-in active carbon fi lter protects passengers against 

unpleasant odours from outside, and the system automatically deactivates air circulation mode when necessary.

KEYED UP.

With the Comfort Access system, you need never remove your key from your 

pocket. As long as you’re carrying it on you, your MINI opens and closes 

automatically. The vehicle can also be locked and unlocked by pressing a 

button built into the door handle, and the luggage compartment is opened 

simply by pushing the logo on the tailgate. Once you’re inside, the engine 

can also be started keylessly via the Start/Stop button.

mini COLLECTION.

Keep one at home, and take one with you:

“I love MINI” cup and Britcar key ring, from the MINI Collection.

shop.MINI.com

Whether you want to make a call on your mobile or 

listen to music, the enhanced Bluetooth mobile phone 

preparation with USB audio interface puts your phone 

in the driving seat. A hands-free kit and external aerial 

make calls easy, while interfaces for mobile phones, MP 

players, and USB sticks in the centre armrest and centre 

console ensure simple access to your favourite tracks. 

This option also includes the -spoke sports leather 

steering wheel (with multifunction) and a front armrest.

USB

etc. 

An adapter ensures practically every make and model 

of mobile phone sits comfortably in this armrest.






equipment packages.

SPICE UP 

YOUR 

MINI.
Get more out of your MINI: the SALT, PEPPER and CHILI packages offer  stylish trim options, each with varying levels of comfort. 

And for added customization, all can be combined easily with the WIRED and CITY packages.

DIJMJ

1&11&3

4BMU

MORE PACKAGES FOR YOUR MINI.

Salt.

Add a little fl avour to your MINI with the SALT 

package. From velour fl oor mats to a lights 

package that includes Ambient Lighting – this is 

a basic package for those with a taste for life’s 

extra comforts.

pepper.

The PEPPER package brings a little more to the 

table. Additional options include a rain sensor 

and automatic air conditioning, and mean the 

MINI can handle all weather conditions with ease.

city

From the Radio MINI Visual Boost to MINI Connected, 

this package brings driver and machine together in 

perfect harmony.

Style and the city: the CITY package includes an 

alarm system, Park Distance Control (PDC) and 

a host of other handy features.

Chili.

Spice up your MINI even more. In addition to the 

features included in the PEPPER package, CHILI 

offers xenon headlights (for MINI Cooper S/SD 

models), cloth/leather seats and larger light-

alloy wheels. So however much things may heat 

up, you’ll never lose your cool.

wired






equipment packages.

EXPRESS PAC  

JOHN COOPER WORKS EXTERIOR PACKAGE.

Comprises John Cooper Works -inch Cross Spoke Crusher light-alloy wheels, John Cooper Works aerodynamic kit

(MINI Cooper S/SD models only), Piano Black Exterior package, sports suspension, and John Cooper Works door sill fi nishers.

 KAGE.

JOHN COOPER WORKS INTERIOR PACKAGE.

John Cooper himself would have been proud of this. It includes a John Cooper Works leather steering wheel with 

multifunction option, Sport button, Black Chequered interior surfaces, John Cooper Works sport seats, headliner in 

Anthracite, and more, with everything tailored for pole position.



Chili2.

JOHN COOPER WORKS CHILI PACKAGE.

For an added pinch of John Cooper Works spice, try the Chili package. This comprises the John Cooper Works Exterior and Interior packages, 

which include practically every motorsport detail we’ve ever come up with. And there’s also velour fl oor mats, an on-board computer, 

the storage and lights packages, and white direction indicator lights.




equipment packages.

Sports silencer in Chrome

Gear lever knob in Alcantara/Carbon

Exterior mirror caps in Carbon

A dose of racetrack excitement: with John Cooper Works Tuning, you can 

give your MINI however much of a racing edge you like, both inside and 

out. For more information, visit MINI.com/accessories

john cooper works 

tuning.
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SAFETY.

SAFETY.

If – and perish the thought – things should come to the crunch, the 

MINI Countryman and MINI Paceman come with  airbags as standard. 

The driver and passenger airbags protect the head and upper body, 

while side and head airbags are primarily designed to reduce the risk 

of injuries to the head, chest and abdominal areas from side impacts.

A combination of -point belts, belt tensioners and belt force limiters 

means the driver and front-seat passenger enjoy the best possible 

protection. The restraint systems in the MINI Countryman won the 

maximum  stars in the Euro NCAP crash test, meaning a very low risk 

to passengers in a frontal, lateral or pole impact. They were also rated 

above average for child safety, which is not surprising, since there’s 

provision for up to  ISOFIX child seats in the rear as standard.

Fitted as standard, Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) counteracts incipient 

loss of grip by intervening in the engine management and applying 

braking force to individual wheels at the front and rear as necessary. It 

also incorporates a Hill Start Assist feature. Optional Dynamic Traction 

Control (DTC), which includes Electronic Differential Lock Control (EDLC), 

lets you make optimal use of natural over and understeer. EDLC applies 

braking to the inner wheel if it loses too much grip around a corner, 

ensuring the car maintains forward momentum through bends and on 

surfaces with variable levels of grip. At the same time, it enables more 

torque to be applied to the outer wheel, and applies additional corrective 

braking to the rear axle on bends.
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SUSTAINABILITY. This is all about increased driving enjoyment and reduced 

fuel consumption. We do this by intelligently combining a range of innovative 

solutions in each model:

1. The AUTO START/STOP FUNCTION means that when the engine is idling – 

for example, at a red light or in a traffi c jam – it is automatically switched off. 

As soon as the clutch pedal is depressed, the engine is switched back on.

2. SHIFT POINT DISPLAY. This gives instructions in the rev counter showing 

which gear you should be in to maximize fuel economy, reducing your 

emissions and your expenditure on fuel.

3. BrakE energy regeneration uses Intelligent Alternator Control to 

convert unneeded kinetic energy into electricity. When the driver’s foot is 

not on the gas, more energy is diverted to charging the battery. When it is, 

the battery charges at a slower rate.

4. FULLY VARIABLE VALVE TIMING. The fully variable timing of intake valve 

lift increases power output for all petrol engines, while simultaneously 

improving combustion effi ciency.

5. COMMON RAIL TECHNOLOGY. High-pressure injection at a consistent 

, bar and multiple pre-injections ensure the diesel enters the cylinder as a 

fi ne mist, which makes the engine run more quietly and improves both output 

and fuel economy.

TYRES OPTIMIZED TO REDUCE ROLL RESISTANCE, and therefore CO 

emissions, are available as an option.

The MINIMALISM ANALYSER. Part of the optional MINI Connected 

infotainment system, the MINIMALISM Analyser monitors a number of variables 

to determine how economically you’re driving, and gives you advice on how 

you could use less fuel. After each journey, you can review and compare your 

driving data with the user-friendly MINI Connected app, and refi ne your driving 

style for even greater fuel effi ciency.




SUSTAINABILITY. MINI SERVICE. MINI FINANCIAL SERVICES.

SUSTAINABILITY.

mini service.

EVERYTHING YOU COULD NEED.

Our service experts are just as passionate about your MINI as you are. 

They’re specially trained to keep it in top shape, so for electrical or 

mechanical defects, cosmetic or bodywork repairs, or even simply fi tting 

MINI Original Parts, your MINI will be in the best possible hands.

MINI KNOWS BEST.

Since you can’t always think of everything when on the road, your MINI 

uses its head too. The Condition-Based Service feature automatically 

reminds you when its next service is due, via the control display. That 

way, you save time and money by visiting a MINI Service Centre only 

when you need to.

AT A GLANCE: MINI SERVICE INCLUSIVE.

 packages give you full control over what you pay for maintenance and 

repair work. You decide the duration and amount of cover, and you can 

even transfer it to a new owner. With MINI Service Inclusive, you can 

book your MINI in with any MINI Service Partner around the world. For 

more information on these packages and additional extended warranty 

options, visit MINI.com/serviceinclusive

WE’LL KEEP YOUR MINI MOBILE.

MINI Mobile Service is there when you need it,  hours a day,  days 

a year. We offer comprehensive roadside assistance if you have a 

breakdown, and incidental-costs insurance for accidents and theft. 

Specially trained MINI technicians provide solutions over the phone 

or on site, whatever the time, and wherever in the world you may be. 

Find out more at MINI.com/mobilecare

Don’t dream it, drive it. Make it happen, with MINI Financial Services.

Admittedly, daydreaming about a MINI can be fun. But it can’t compare 

with the thrill of actually driving one. And with the right fi nance solution 

from MINI Financial Services, the dream can become reality in a way 

that’s tailored to your lifestyle, your budget and the MINI model that 

you choose.

MINI Leasing, MINI Finance and MINI Select are three roads that all 

lead to the same destination – namely, putting you behind the wheel 

of a MINI and making sure you’re able to relax and get the maximum 

pleasure from it. Each offers its own unique advantages, and speaking 

to your MINI dealer will help you decide which is right for you.

Once you’ve chosen the car and the fi nance deal, you’ll be asking 

yourself if there’s any way you can make the MINI experience even 

more exciting. Answer: no, of course not. But what you can do is 

protect against surprises of the wrong sort, by choosing an insurance 

solution that was made for MINI drivers. Because as well as fi nance, 

MINI Financial Services also offers a range of insurance products that 

are tailored to your exact needs and preferences.

Your next move? The best thing to do is to make an appointment at 

your local MINI dealership. The fi nancial advisors there know every 

MINI Financial Services product inside out, and it’s their job to help 

you make your MINI dream come true.

  For more information about MINI Financial Services, its leasing, fi nance and insurance 
products, and the companies through which these products are provided in your country, visit 
MINI.com or speak to your MINI dealer. Products and services may vary from country to country.

mini financial services.







Mini one

Countryman

Mini one D

Countryman

MINI COOPER 

Countryman

(All4)

MINI COOPER D

Countryman

(All4)

Engine 1, 2

Cylinders/layout/valves per cylinder /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/

Displacement cm     []

Stroke/bore mm ./. ./. ./. ./. [./.]

Max. output/max. revs kW/hp/rpm // // // //

Max. torque/revs Nm/rpm / / –  / ([/]) )/ – ))

Compression ratio/recommended fuel : ./ –  RON (./diesel . ([.])/ –  RON (./diesel

Performance 1

Max. speed km/h  []   [] (( []) ( [] ( [(])

Acceleration  –  km/h sec. . [.] ). . [.(] (. [.]) . [.] (.( [.])

Acceleration  – ) km/h (th gear) sec. . .( . (.() . ().) 

Fuel consumption 1, 2

Urban l/ km . – . [.) – .] . – . . – . [.) – .] 

(. – .) [.( – .])

. – . [. – .)] 

(. – .) [. – .])

Extra-urban l/ km .) – . [. – .(] . – . . – . [. – .(] 

((. – . [. – .])

. – . [. – .] 

(.( – . [.) – .])

Combined l/ km (. – . [. – (.] . – .) (. – . [. – (.] 

((. – (. [. – .])

. – .) [. – .(] 

(. – . [(. – .])

CO) emissions, combined cycle g/km  –  [( – ] ( –  ) –  [( – ] 

(( – ( [( – (])

( –  [ – ] 

() – ) [( – ])

Tank capacity, approx. l    

Range km ) [(] )  [(] ( [(]) ) [] ( [])

WEIGHT 1 / LUGGAGE CAPACITY 1

Unladen weight (EU)  kg  []   []

() [])

 [] 

(( [])

Max. permitted weight kg  [] )  []

(( [])

) []

( [)])

Max. permitted load kg    

Max. permitted axle load, front/rear kg /

[(/]

/ / [(/]

((/ [/])

/ [/]

(/ [/])

Max. permitted towing weight,

braked (max. gradient )%)

kg – – [] ([]) % [)]

Luggage capacity l / –  / –  / –  / – 

Length/width /height ( mm /%/( /%/(  ()/%/(  ()/%/(

Wheels

Tyre dimensions, front/rear )/( R ( )H )/( R ( )H )/( R ( )H )/( R ( )H

Wheel dimensions, front/rear (. J x ( steel (. J x ( steel (. J x ( light-alloy (. J x ( light-alloy

TECHNICAL DATA.

  All fi gures relate to vehicles with the standard (-speed manual transmission. Figures in square 
brackets relate to vehicles with (-speed Steptronic transmission.

)  All MINI models comply with the EU6 exhaust emissions standard. Fuel consumption is determined in 
accordance with the ECE driving cycle (as defi ned in directive 80/1268/EEC), made up of approximately 

  one third urban and two thirds extra-urban driving (based on the distance covered). CO2 emissions 
are measured separately from fuel consumption. Figures relate to standard-specifi cation vehicles, 
and may vary signifi cantly where optional equipment (including wider tyres) is fi tted. Figures for fuel 
consumption and CO2 emissions may vary depending on the wheels and tyres fi tted.

MINI COOPER S 

Countryman

(All4)

MINI COOPER SD

Countryman

(All4)

MINI COOPER 

PACEMAN

(all4)

MINI COOPER D

PACEMAN

(all4) 

MINI COOPER S 

PACEMAN

(all4)

MINI COOPER SD 

PACEMAN 

(ALL4)

/in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/

    []  

./. ./. ./. ./. [./.] ./. ./.

// –  // // // // –  //

)/( – 

)(/ –  
/ – ) (/) ([/)]) )/ – )) )/( – 

)(/ –  

/ – )

./ –  RON (./diesel ./ –  RON (./diesel ./ –  RON (./diesel

) [)] () [)]) ) [] ( [])  [(] ( [(])  [] ( []) )) [)(] () [)]) )) [] ( [])

. [.] (. [.]) .) [.] (. [.]) . [.] (. [.(]) . [.)] (. [.]) . [.] (.( [.]) . [.] (.) [.])

. (.)) . (.) .( (.) . ().) . (.) .( (.))

. – . [. – .)] 

(.) – . [. – .])

. – . [. – .)] 

(.( – . [. – .])

. – . [.) – .] 

(. – .) [.( – .])

. – . [. – .)] 

(. – .) [. – .])

. – . [. – .)] 

(.) – . [. – .])

. – . [. – .)] 

(.( – . [. – .])

. – . [.( – .] 

(. – . [. – .])

. – .) [. – .] 

(. – . [.) – .])

. – . [. – .(] 

((. – . [. – .])

. – . [. – .] 

(.( – . [.) – .])

. – . [.( – .] 

(. – . [. – .])

. – .) [. – .] 

(. – . [.) – .])

(.) – (. [. – (.] 

((.( – (. [. – .])

. – . [. – .] 

(. – . [(. – .])

(. – . [. – (.] 

((. – (. [. – .])

. – .) [. – .(] 

(. – . [(. – .])

(.) – (. [. – (.] 

((.( – (. [. – .])

. – . [. – .] 

(. – . [(. – .])

 –  [() – ] 

( –  [ – (])

) –  [ – ] 

( – )( [( – (])

) –  [( – ] 

(( – ( [( – (])

( –  [ – ] 

() – ) [( – ])

 –  [() – ] 

( –  [ – (])

) –  [ – ] 

( – )( [( – (])

     

 [(] ( [((])  [)] ( [])  [(] ( [(]) ) [] ( [])  [(] ( [((])  [)] ( [])

 []

(( [])

 [)]

( [])

 [(]

( [(])

 [] 

( [])

 [] 

( [])

 [)] 

( [])

) []

( [)])

 [(]

( [])

) []

( [])

 [] 

( [])

 [] 

( [])

 [] 

(( [])

     

/ [/]

(/ [)/])

/ [)/]

()/ [/])

/ [/]

(/ [/])

/ [/]

(/ [/])

/ [/]

(/ [/])

/ [/]

(/ [)/])

 [] % [)] [] % [)]  [] % [)]

/ –  / –   – %  – %  – %  – %

/%/( /%/( /%(/% /%(/% /%(/% /%(/%

)/ R  V )/ R  V )/( R ( )H )/( R ( )H )/ R  V )/ R  V

. J x  light-alloy . J x  light-alloy (. J x ( light-alloy (. J x ( light-alloy . J x  light-alloy . J x  light-alloy

 With overboost function.
  Assuming car is fuelled to  % of usable tank capacity, and allowing (% kilograms for the driver and 

 kilograms for luggage. Figure quoted is for standard-specifi cation vehicles. Optional equipment will 
increase this fi gure.

 Not including mirrors.
( Height including optional equipment. For all models except MINI Paceman models.
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Technical data.

All fi gures in mm.
Cooper S fi gures in brackets.
Cooper Countryman ALL fi gures in square brackets.

MINI ONE/D countryman. Mini Cooper/D countryman. 

(MINI COOPER S/SD countryman.)

WANT THAT GO-KART 
 FEELING? TRY IT FOR SIZE.
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MINI COOPER/D PACEMAN. (MINI Cooper S/SD PACEMAN.)






WARRANTY & recycling.

WARRANTY. 

Every MINI is supplied with a -year unlimited mileage dealer warranty (excluding wear-

and-tear parts such as brake pads), and a -year extended anti-corrosion warranty. 

This is conditional on any previous damage to the body or underbody (e.g. stone impact, 

scratches, dents, and damage caused by accidents or environmental factors) being correctly 

repaired in accordance with current MINI guidelines. 

The painted surfaces of the car are covered by a -year warranty. This excludes any damage 

to painted surfaces caused by improper treatment or unforeseen environmental factors.

recycling.

At every stage, from design to disassembly, recycling is central to the MINI philosophy. 

For example, all the materials used in each vehicle’s manufacture are selected because 

they can be used in the most sustainable and environmentally friendly way possible. 

That way, every MINI can be effi ciently and ecologically recycled when its driving days 

are fi nally done. We’ve been working on this approach since  at the BMW Group 

Recycling and Disassembly Centre in Munich, the only facility of its kind. 

Your MINI dealer will be pleased to advise you on the disposal of your old vehicle, or you 

can visit MINI.com/recycling

WE’VE THOUGHT

OF EVERYTHING.

HAVE YOU?

CHROME LINE EXTERIOR/

PIANO BLACK EXTERIOR

INTERIOR SURFACES

chrome line interior

INLAY COLOUR

ENGINE

BONNET STRIPES

INFOTAINMENT

SYSTEMS

wheels

mirror caps

exterior colour

roof colour

steering wheel

UPHOLSTERY

Why wait to act on your inspiration? Speak to your local MINI dealer 

today. To fi nd out where this is, visit our website: mini.com

LED FOG LIGHTS






Your Mini.

Visit MINI.com to arrange a test drive in a MINI Countryman or MINI Paceman.

THE BEST PART OF THE 

MINI STORY HAPPENS

OUT ON THE ROAD.
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The models, standard and optional equipment and combinability of options in this 

catalogue relate to cars supplied by BMW AG for the German market. The availability 

of standard and optional equipment, and the combinability of options, may vary from 

country to country within the European Union for all models. For detailed information 

about the situation in your country, please contact your authorized MINI dealer. 

Subject to changes in design and equipment.

©  BMW AG, Munich, Germany. Not to be reproduced, wholly or in part, without written 

permission of BMW AG, Munich.

For more information, visit MINI.com

facebook.com / MINI

MINIspace.com

JULY 2015

MINI.com   
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